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The first direct evidence of cosmic inflation
was announced by researchers from the
BICEP2 collaboration on 17 March 2014.
This data represents the first images of
gravitational waves, confirming a deep
connection between general relativity and
quantum mechanics.
B-mode polarization. Photo by BICEP2 Collaboration

“Detecting this signal is one of the most
important goals in cosmology today. A lot of

work by a lot of people has led up to this point,” said
John Kovac of the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for
Astrophysics, and BICEP2 collaboration lead. This is
easily the top story of the year—It would not be
surprising if this won some researchers the Nobel prize.
BICEP2 is funded by the National Science Foundation;
the NSF also operates the South Pole research station
where BICEP2 and other telescopes used in this study
are located.
More: http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/news/2014-05

BICEP2 facility in Antarctica. Photo by NSF/Harvard CMB group

On the cover: A collage of Brian Thieme’s snowbound Stargate Observatory, and an image from the BICEP2 Collaboration
showing B-mode polarization (the swirls) of light coming the first fraction of a second after the birth of the Universe.
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Memory Lane
I’d like to say THANK YOU for all the wonderfully
positive comments I’ve been getting on this
newsletter! I honestly have no idea where it is
coming from - I’ve never done a newsletter before,
and the only layout I’ve ever done is on my
Wordpress blog.
I’m thrilled with the number of Society member
submissions I’ve been getting for the newsletter keep’em coming!
Lastly, I’d like to say how happy I am to have found
this organization, and lament not knowing about it
back in the 1970’s - but I was living up in Flint back
then. I’m still reeling from being elected to the board
after having only been a member since mid-2011.
Bob Trembley
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One of the steadfast icons in my life has been the
WAS. I remember calling the Cranbrook Institute of
Science in February of 1973 to find out if there were
any astronomy clubs in the area.
I was told of the WAS and their secretary Jean
Baldwin, whom I contacted without delay. She
informed me of the Stargate observatory, which the
WAS membership owned and operated, just 4 miles
from where I lived. I was overwhelmed by that
illumination. I then went to the March meeting at the
age of 16, and met the likes of Frank McCoulough,
Lou Faix, Pete Kwentus, Ken Wilson, Dave
Harrington, Larry Kalinowski, Tim Skonieczny and
many more. The most exciting part of this first
meeting is they came to me to introduce themselves,
and
ask
meandquestions
about
what
I was interested
in,
Laplace
A crater
nearby wrinkle ridge.
Image Credit:
NASA/GSFC/Arizona
State University
and subsequently answered all of my questions. I
decided that night I was going to join this awesome
tribe of astronomers. :D
Doug Bock

Bob Watt Memorial
It was a nice touch to add the Bob Watt Memorial
article in last months WASP. We lost a good friend
and great astronomer.
Bill Beers

My first 6 months as a member of the
Warren Astronomical Society
Hello members & guests! My name is Carl Randall
and I currently live in Marine City, Michigan.
Astronomy has always been a passion of mine since I
was a child, fascinated by the night skies and the
celestial objects it held. I finally realized a dream and
purchased my first telescope, a Celestron 127mm
GoTo Maksutov in August of 2013.
I immediately followed the advice of so many in the
(Continued on page 4)

Concerning the Inversed Moon Crater.

(Continued from page 3)

online astronomical forums and joined an
astronomical club to get hands on experience and to
interact with others that shared my passion for
Astronomy. The Warren Astronomical Society is a
perfect fit for so many reasons. The membership is
always ready to answer any questions or concerns,
plus the great slideshows shown in overcast weather
are loaded with information and detail. The biggest
asset to being a member is going to our open house
meetings at our Stargate Observatory. Seeing the
local Boy/Girl Scouts that camp in Wolcott Mill
Park or the members/guests with their family/friends
stopping by for some telescope views and gasping in
awe is very rewarding as outreach is our #1 goal.

The
Lunar
Crater
appears inverted, looks
like a mountain, due to
the
way
it
is
illuminated. Notice the
dark shadow in the
lower
right
and
brightly let surface in
the upper left. The
crater appears lit from
the lower right, in other
words, from below. The Human brain is used to
objects being let from above.

I feel it is an honor to be with WAS and to see how
well the membership and guests interact together.
Whether you're new to Astronomy or a seasoned
amateur, WAS is ready & willing to help and we
have fun along the way!

From the day we first open our eyes, the brain sees
objects lit from the sun or sky above the landscape or
artificial light above the room. This cast shadows in a
certain way that the brain gets used to and expects to
see every time. If the moon crater photo is flipped
180 degrees so the illumination appears from the
upper left, (from above), the crater should appear
correctly. On the left is the Lunar Crater Incorrectly
illuminated from below
as it appeared in the
March WASP, and on
the right the same
Lunar Crater rotated
180
degrees
and
correctly illuminated
from below.

Carl Randall
Marine City, Michigan

Don’t ask me what is
north, I don’t care.

My first meeting there was very special as the
weather was mild and telescopes were set up in two
rows offering awesome views of so many different
objects in the night skies. I will never forget such a
great experience. Our domed observatory houses a
great high quality telescope that is often set to a wide
variety of stars, planets and other celestial objects
that anyone can gaze at.

Mike O’Dowd
Another view of Laplace A crater. Image from Chang'e-2.
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Laplace A crater. Image Credit: NASA/
GSFC/Arizona State University

Bare handed
Handling metal in those fabulous pre-dawn hours is
nothing to dismiss: the grease packing in the focus
mechanism of the 16" is something one must
practically out wit. Under really cold conditions it is
difficult to focus at high magnification, requiring
constant adjustment, especially critical in stellar
observation. It makes one almost long for a
proverbial 6-cm. refractor with "flex-shafts". It
definitely makes one long for said refractor, only
located in Georgia.

Beta Pictoris. Image credit: ESO/A.-M. Lagrange et al.

Telescope at the Veen Observatory

Zenith
One recalls another night that week at the rim of
America. We observed Beta Pictoris in 6X
binoculars, but had to walk down the street where,
without palms, the night sky did not look like the title
sequence in Adventures in Paradise (1959-62). At
about -51°, there Beta was flickering most lively,
announcing Canopus still below the horizon, but
Martin and I were not able to make out the infra-red
annulus detected in the 1980's. Perhaps Jon Blum can
do better from Maui with something more than
binoculars, a man who -- at least in astronomy -- is
wise beyond principle.
Gary Ross
Image credit: ISAS/JAXA
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President’s Field of View
With warm weather on the way at long last, outreach
season is about to kick into high gear. Our outreach
chairman Angelo DiDonato has scouting events lined
up about every week. Astronomy Day is in early May,
with the major WAS events at Cranbrook and Stargate
and a GLAAC event at Kensington. We have great
new opportunities to reach possible new members at
the Edsel and Eleanor Ford Home and the Roseville
Public Library in May. And planning is already
underway at GLAAC for Astronomy at the Beach.
Who plans these events? Who administers them?
Volunteers. People without any particular qualifications
except the ability to send emails, make copies, drive to
planning meetings, and generally show up. And, sadly,
that's a group whose numbers are dropping.
We are a very healthy club with a lot of turnover in the
officer positions (a good thing!) and a lot of new
members getting involved. I've been thinking about
how we can stay healthy. In recent years we've lost
multi-decade pillars of the club - Larry Kalinowski,
Bob Watt, Blaine McCullough, Guy Maxim, Lou Faix,
Gerry Alyea - and passionate newer members like Fred
Gluckson and Lee Caripidis. The incredibly hardworking John Schroer has had medical trouble and has
had to move to Cincinnati. And long-time fixtures of

GLAAC like John Lines and Bob McFarland are
stepping aside after years of service. Even the tireless
Jon Blum and Bob Berta are taking the year off from
official service. All of us are getting older - it's been
years since I was the young guy.
We need to keep growing, experimenting, and
attracting new people to stay healthy. As much as every
board I've served on has enjoyed the work we do, we're
human. Our interests evolve, our lives get in the way,
and we burn out just like anybody else. The only way
the W.A.S. can stay healthy, the only way we can
survive, is to help people who love this stuff get their
hands dirty. We need new outreach volunteers, new
observatory maintainers, new telescope and camera
advisers, new board members.
If you love this club and want it to exist, we want you
to participate. Contact any board member if these roles
sound appealing to you. We would be happy to
encourage and mentor you no matter what your
interest is. The most important thing we can do as
board members is to make sure there's a solid supply
of people to replace us. I'd much appreciate your
joining that number.
And that's no joke.
Jonathan Kade

Alan Rothenberg's 4" F/15 Refractor at the Kensington Astronomy at the Beach Star Party in 2007
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Astronomy presentations and lectures twice
each month at 7:30 PM:
Astronomers from Clyde's bait and tackle in the heart
of North Dakota’s fracking country have announced
the discovery of a new constellation in the northern
hemisphere.
“For all these years astronomers have been
watching the skies, we simply don’t understand
HOW they could have possibly missed this!” said
Kurt McKenzie, master baiter and unheralded
amateur astronomer.“ We call the constellation ‘The
Earthworm,’ it lies between the big and small
dippers.”
Professional astronomers have dismissed this
finding, stating that what the North Dakota
astronomers are actually seeing is just the
constellation Draco.
“Horse hockey!” replies McKenzie “This has
absolutely nothing to do with Harry Potter!”



First Monday at Cranbrook Institute of
Science.



Third Thursday at Macomb Community
College - South Campus Building J (Library)

Apr. 7 .......Cranbrook ....... Ralph DeCew
Apr. 17 .....Macomb .......... TBD
May 5 .......Cranbrook ....... Dick Gala
May 15 .....Macomb .......... Bill Beers
June 2 ......Cranbrook ....... Steve Uitti
June 19 ....Macomb .......... Angelo DiDonato
If you are unable to bring the snacks on your
scheduled day, or if you need to reschedule,
please
email
the
board
at
board@warrenastro.org as soon as you are
able so that other arrangements can be
made.

Grab some snacks, come on over, and talk
astronomy, space news, and whatnot!
The WAS Discussion Group meetings take place
at the home of Gary and Patty Gathen, from 8 11 PM, on the fourth Thursday of the month,
from January-October. Different dates are
scheduled for November and December due to
the holidays. The Gathens live at 21 Elm Park
Blvd. in Pleasant Ridge—three blocks south of l696, about half a block west of Woodward Ave.

Black Hole. Image by NASA/JPL-Caltech
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The agenda is generally centered around
discussions of science and astronomy topics.
Soft drinks are provided, snacks are contributed
by attendees. Anywhere from 4 to 16 members
and guests typically attend. Gary can be reached
at (248) 543-5400, and gary@gathen.net.

D-bar-A Scout Ranch will be hosting it’s first
annual Star Party—April 5, 2014, 4:00 PM.
This is a terrific site, with nice dark skies, is
located reasonably close, and has a gorgeous facility. There is every reason to believe that this Star Party will grow to become
a large event in years to come.
If you can make it PLEASE do come… if you
have a Ha solar telescope, bring that too!
We’ll keep our fingers crossed that the
weather is good...and the snow finally goes
away!

Guest Speaker: Harlan Neuville
Retired NASA Mission Control Engineer for the Apollo Moon Program
Presenting: Spaceflight, the Apollo Program, and how we got to the Moon

4:00pm Solar Observing, 7:00pm Main Program
At the Wyckoff Dining Lodge


20 + Astronomers will be present with their telescopes to view the sky and
answer all your questions.
View the Sun through Solar Telescopes until dark.
Get information from one of the four astronomy clubs near you for support of
the Astronomy Merit Badge.
Make a Star Finder similar to the one used by Cranbrook Institute of Science.
Unit Leaders, take this opportunity to get the training necessary to use the observatory
when you are camping. A great way to guide your youth in the subject of Astronomy.






Registration
Online Registration is required for Scouts: http://www.michiganscouting.org/Event.aspx?id=12132

(Registration NOT required for volunteers. No food cost for volunteers.)
$5.00 per person – Hot Dog, Chips and a drink and a Patch
$1.50 per person – Patch ONLY!

 If you are at camp only for the Star Party, check in at the Trout Lake Pavilion.
 Please bring a unit roster with you at time of check in.
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At every meeting of the Warren Astronomical Society, members or guest lecturers give astronomy
presentations. Here is a list of scheduled presentations for the next few months:

Apr. 7

Cranbrook

Jim Foerch: Let's Make Stars
This presentation will follow early attempts to study protostar collapse by Sir James
Jeans. This will lead to a T-Tauri star, the probable natal state of the Sun. This will
lead to a review of stellar structure and a curious finding regarding the solar cycle.
Jim avidly reads the history and development of astronomy, physics and cosmology
when he is not touring the state picking banjo.

April 7

Cranbrook

Stephen Uitti: Astronomical Evangelism
Religious evangelism and astronomy outreach are mostly the same thing. the life and
health of the organization depend on it. There are some simple aspects of what
works and doesn't work that are in common. Without going into to religious detail,
this short talk attempts to cover some of the relevant big picture issues.
Before joining the Warren Astronomical Society, Stephen Uitti belonged to Lutheran
and United Church of Christ churches. Before being a WAS secretary, newsletter
writer and board member, Stephen filled these functions at churches. Additionally,
Stephen was a pastor's spouse for three congregations. His church sermons all
centered around evangelism. Currently, he describes himself as an Evangelical who
currently talks about astronomy.

Apr. 17

Macomb

Bob Berta: Optical Illusions and Astronomy… Are You Really
Seeing What You Think You Are Seeing?
We are familiar with a certain famous astronomer who "saw" the canals on Mars and
spent a lot of time trying to convince others he was right. Over the years astronomers (and astrologers) have expended much effort interpreting what they saw and
trying to convince others they were right. I will discuss how the fascinating topic of
eye/brain interpretation and how what we think is true is often not so.
Bob Berta arrived in Michigan after retiring from San Francisco, California in 2004.
He spent his entire youth, education and working career in California but his wife
Nancy was born and educated here in Michigan. She was working for the Federal
Government in SF when Bob met her. She has many relatives in Michigan and was
home sick and wanted to move back. They have two adult children by Bob's late
wife still living in California and three of their own here...two attending U of M and
an 8th grader. He has three grand children and one on the way. Bob loves it here
with all the opportunities to enjoy his many hobbies of astronomy, kayaking, biking,
fly fishing, camping and music. He say it is also a LOT cheaper to retire here than in
California. He didn't see the winters here as a negative...well maybe this year might
cause a change in his thinking?
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May 5 ........ Cranbrook ...... Ken Bertin .......................... Charles Messier
Gary Ross .......................... A Savage Journey to the Promised Land
May 15 ...... Macomb ......... Dave Bailey ........................ Strangers in the Night
(Close Encounters of the Stellar Kind)
June 2 ....... Cranbrook ...... Marty Kunz ......................... Dark Space
Bob Berta ........................... Binoculars for Astronomy - Choosing and
Using Them
June 19 ..... Macomb ......... Cynthia Maher .................... Astronomical Effects on Earth's Environment
- Some Hypotheses
July 7 ........ Cranbrook ...... Joe Tocco .......................... The Andy Khula Mount for Stargate
Observatory, and Making Your Own Dew
Heater
July 7 ........ Cranbrook ...... Mike O’Dowd ...................... Earthrise from Apollo 8
July 17 ...... Macomb ......... Jeff MacLeod ..................... TBD
Presentations slots for the 2nd half of 2014 are available. If YOU would like to give a presentation at a
Warren Astronomical Society meeting, contact: Dale Partin. firstvp@warrenastro.org. Presentations can be 5,
10, 15 or 40 minutes in length. Topics can include things such as: star party and convention reports,
astronomy, cosmology, personal projects, science, technology, historical figures, How-To’s, etc…

March 29, 2014 the Sun
unleashed ax X1-class
solar flare from sunspot
AR2017, causing a radio
blackout for several
minutes on Earth.
Image courtesy of NASA/SDO and the
AIA, EVE, and HMI science teams.
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An Astronomy program was conducted for Girl/Daisy Scouts at the Owen Jax Center in Warren on
March 25th. Angelo DiDonato, Ken Bertin, Joe Tocco, and Bob & Connie Trembley were there.

Image credit: Joe Tocco

Upcoming Astronomy Outreach programs


April 2

Boy Scouts at St. Anne Church



April 4

Girl Scouts at Cranbrook



April 26

Monthly Stargate Observatory Open House (w/Girl Scouts)



May 9

Boy Scouts at Cranbrook



May 10

Astronomy Day at Cranbrook



May 24

Monthly Stargate Observatory Open House



May 24

Astronomy at Ford House (Adults only)



May 29

Astronomy at Ford House (Adults and Teens)



June 26

Astronomy at Roseville Public Library



June 28

Monthly Stargate Observatory Open House

Angelo DiDonato

WE NEED YOUR HELP! With the growing number of requests, we would like to develop
a pool of members who would like to become involved with Astronomy Outreach outings.

Global Astronomy Month (GAM). organized each April by Astronomers Without Borders,
is the world's largest global celebration of astronomy.
GAM 2014 will bring new ideas and new opportunities, again bringing enthusiasts together
worldwide to celebrate Astronomers Without Borders' motto One People, One Sky.
http://astronomerswithoutborders.org/global-astronomy-month-2014.html
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Monthly Astronomy Open House and
Free Star Party
4th Saturday of every month in 2014!
Apr. 26, May 24, June 28, July 26

Wolcott Mill Metropark
Camp Rotary entrance


Sky tours.



Look through several different
telescopes.



Get help with your own telescope.



We can schedule special
presentations and outings
for scouts, student or
community groups.

(off 29-mile road, just east of Wolcott Rd.)

Contact: outreach@warrenastro.org
Observatory Rules:
1. Closing time depends on weather, etc.
2. May be closed one hour after opening time if no members
arrive within the first hour.

Image Credit: Brian Thieme

3. Contact the 2nd VP for other arrangements, such as late arrival time. Call (586) 634-6240 .
4. An alternate person may be appointed to open.
5. Members may arrive before or stay after the scheduled open house time.
6. Dates are subject to change or cancellation depending on weather or staff availability.
7. Postings to the Yahoo Group and/or email no later than 2 hours before starting time in case of date change or cancellation.
8. It is best to call or email the 2nd VP at least 2 hours before the posted opening with any questions. Later emails may not be
receivable.
9. Generally, only strong rain or snow will prevent the open house... the plan is to be there even if it is clouded over. Often, the
weather is cloudy, but it clears up as the evening progresses.
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Time
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Az.
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SSE

22

20:58:01

10°

NW

21:01:21

74°

NNE

21:04:29

11°

ESE

22

22:35:42

10°

W

22:37:14

14°

SW

22:37:14

14°

SW

23

21:44:01

10°

WNW 21:46:48

25°

SW

21:48:31

16°

S

24

20:52:44

10°

WNW 20:55:55

45°

SW

20:59:04

10°

SE

25

21:40:26

10°

WSW

10°

SW

21:41:24

10°

SW

21:40:55

Data from Heavens-Above.com.
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Fireball seen over Michigan and Ontario, 9 Feb. 2013, ~1:20 AM
Image credit: unknown

NEO Terminology
LD = Lunar Distance = 384,400 km (238,900 mi)
389 LD = 1 Astronomical Unit (AU = Earth-Sun distance)
Date

Dist*
(LD)

Estimated
Diameter**

Relative
Velocity
(km/s)

(2014 EH45)

Apr. 01

49.8

72 m - 160 m

12.02

(2009 FD)

Apr. 01

39.3

470 m

12.89

(2009 SA100)

Apr. 01

17.3

44 m - 99 m

7.99

(2010 GD35)

Apr. 01

19.0

33 m - 75 m

11.07

(2009 CT)

Apr. 01

77.2

330 m - 750 m

13.35

243566 (1995 SA) Apr. 02

73.1

970 m - 2.2 km

14.22

Object

(2014 FL38)

Apr. 02

32.1

49 m - 110 m

6.11

(2001 QC34)

Apr. 02

42.1

250 m - 570 m

4.78

(2014 EQ12)

Apr. 02

20.0

170 m - 380 m

21.26

(2014 EC49)

Apr. 03

34.5

52 m - 120 m

8.14

(2013 TT5)

Apr. 04

37.3

15 m - 33 m

4.04

86878 (2000
HD24)

Apr. 04

42.2

800 m - 1.8 km

20.44

(1997 GK3)

Apr. 06

39.4

64 m - 140 m

10.45

(2010 GC35)

Apr. 07

26.3

31 m - 68 m

4.59

(2014 EF4)

Apr. 08

32.0

33 m - 73 m

5.38

(2008 OC6)

Apr. 08

75.8

530 m - 1.2 km

14.34

Apr. 10

56.4

77 m - 170 m

7.16

Apr. 11

20.5

170 m - 380 m

24.80

387733 (2003 GS) Apr. 12

34.0

420 m - 940 m

7.33

330659 (2008
GG2)
363599 (2004
FG11)

(2011 CH50)

Apr. 12

37.6

120 m - 260 m

5.65

(2011 GW9)

Apr. 14

32.7

6.4 m - 14 m

9.02

(2013 TG6)

Apr. 17

68.3

13 m - 28 m

5.14

(1999 SH10)

Apr. 18

44.6

88 m - 200 m

6.40

(2013 GO3)

Apr. 20

53.7

67 m - 150 m

15.05

(2003 HM)

Apr. 20

16.7

97 m - 220 m

13.77

(2007 VZ2)

Apr. 22

43.5

31 m - 68 m

18.05

Apr. 22

38.4

330 m - 750 m

10.22

Apr. 23

12.3

460 m - 1.0 km

12.68

(2014 BR43)

Apr. 24

55.1

130 m - 280 m

5.48

(2012 RH10)

Apr. 25

68.2

100 m - 230 m

17.15

(2007 VK3)

Apr. 26

53.2

110 m - 250 m

12.66

(2000 HB24)

Apr. 27

13.1

58 m - 130 m

9.92

(2007 HB15)

Apr. 28

6.7

7.3 m - 16 m

5.88

(2013 JX28)

Apr. 29

32.8

250 m - 570 m

11.19

388945 (2008
TZ3)

Apr. 29

34.8

220 m - 490 m

11.17

388838 (2008
EZ5)
304330 (2006
SX217)
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6.7 LD = 2,575,480 km
77.2 LD = 29,675,680 km
Data from NASA’s Near-Earth Object Program Website
http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/ca/

Date
02
04
06
07
08
08
10
14
14
15
15
15
17
22
22
22
25
25
28
29
29

Time
02:00
01:52
17:25
03:31
09:52
15:00
20:26
13:24
22:57
02:42
02:47
08:22
02:42
02:52
12:00
19:27
18:16
22:00
06:36
01:04
01:14

Event
Uranus in Conjunction with Sun
Aldebaran 2.0°S of Moon
Jupiter 5.4°N of Moon
FIRST QUARTER MOON
Moon at Apogee: 404503 km
Mars at Opposition
Regulus 5.2°N of Moon
Mars 3.5°N of Moon
Spica 1.7°S of Moon
FULL MOON
Total Lunar Eclipse; mag=1.296
Moon at Ascending Node
Saturn 0.4°N of Moon: Occn.
LAST QUARTER MOON
Lyrid Meteor Shower
Moon at Perigee: 369765 km
Venus 4.4°S of Moon
Mercury at Superior Conjunction
Moon at Descending Node
Non-Central Annular Solar Eclipse
NEW MOON

Data from: http://www.astropixels.com/ephemeris/astrocal/
astrocal2014est.html, and: http://
www.universetoday.com/107259/101-astronomical-events-for2014/

The Farmer’s Almanac calls April’s moon the
"Seed Moon", "Pink Moon", "Sprouting Grass
Moon", "Egg Moon" (c.f. "Goose-Egg" in Beard
1918), "Fish Moon"

Snow-capped Colima Volcano, the most active volcano in Mexico, rises abruptly from the surrounding
landscape in the state of Jalisco. Colima is actually a melding of two volcanoes, the older Nevado de Colima
to the north and the younger, historically active Volcan de Colima to the south. Legend has it that gods sit atop
the volcano on thrones of fire and ice.
This image was created by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), and is available from the EROS Digital Image Gallery.
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OBJECT
By Chuck Dezelah
Special Edition, On Assignment: Reporting
from the deep snow fields of Stargate
Observatory, our intrepid locator of new and
unusual challenges has embarked upon his latest
adventure: braving the elements and stopping at
nothing to penetrate the ever-present Michigan
Nebula, M-365, to encounter whatever treasures
of the deep (sky) that lie beyond. For those
unacquainted with the perils of the nebular forms
that embrace our lovely state, it is suggested that the reader review the April 2013 Object of the Month article. At
the February Stargate open house session, observers were treated to a rare reprieve. Despite the otherwise
omnipresent blanket of clouds, a tantalizing lifting of the veil to the northwest was in full bloom. Undaunted by
what could have amounted to little more than a fleeting glimpse of stellar ecstasy, the club’s 10-inch Dobsonian
telescope was trained on a transitory slice of the glittering span of Milky Way near Perseus. However, difficulties
soon set in. Given the obstacle of orientation under such unfavorable conditions, combined with the effects of
being deprived of the use of my customary unit-power finder, star hopping became a task worthy of the legendary
heroes whose names adorn the sky. After what seemed like endless minutes of obsessive scanning of the
heavens—eureka!—a deep sky object was located, or so I thought.
The object was misty in appearance and fairly roundish in aspect, but bore a tenuous, yet undoubtedly
detectable elongation. There was no resolution of individual stars to be had. Despite its outward similarity to a
globular cluster, it could be no such thing! After all, how could it be that a February northwestern sky, steeped in
the lore of the champion who slew Medusa, is home to such an object—was this not the realm of open clusters? In
a confused panic, I turned to my colleagues for guidance and explained my conundrum. Surely their sage wisdom
and formidable knowledge would lead to the answer. One after
another, each admitted uncertainty and wonder at this mysterious
and misplaced object, when suddenly technology promised to
resolve the matter. Comet Brewington?! Could it be? How could a
comet so readily viewable manage to elude fame? The smart phone
application that was aimed skyward had apparently confirmed the
improbable. A warm congratulatory glow of satisfaction washed
over the assembled group of modern day Messiers—only to have the
metaphor become true in a more ironic sense.

View from 90° above ecliptic plane

As the sky cleared further, the humiliating truth became
unequivocally clear. One star had been mistaken for another. The
broad sweeps taken far too liberally had put my field of view far too
afield. A realization came that had probably been felt keenly by 18th
century comet hunters. This was the type of realization that had once
been the last straw for a certain French astronomer and had inspired
him to assemble a catalog of non-comets. We realized that we had
spent the last hour looking at the Andromeda Galaxy.

This column is a recurring feature written with the intention of introducing a new object each month that is visible from
Stargate Observatory using a moderate-sized telescope typical of beginner and intermediate level amateur astronomers. In
particular, special focus will be given to objects that are not among the common objects with which most observers are
already familiar, but instead articles will mainly give attention to “hidden gems” or underappreciated attributes of the night sky.
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SIX
SURPRISES
By Brother Guy Consolmagno SJ
When Cambridge University Press invited my
coauthor Dan Davis and me to revise Turn Left at
Orion, our handbook for finding night sky objects in
a home telescope, they agreed to give us more pages
– and bigger pages – to include objects that can be
seen with a Dobsonian telescope. Up to then, most of
my (non-professional) observing had been with a
vintage Celestron C-90, and moving up from 3 inches
to 8 inches of aperture gave me a whole new look on
the sky.

that I really didn’t expect to find anything new. But I
have fallen in love with the globular cluster M79 in
Lepus, which is remarkably easy to find and see, and
remarkable as well as an astronomical object. Finding
it is almost trivial, if you have a good southern
horizon. Wait until Orion is at its highest, and look
due south for two second magnitude stars that are in a
roughly north-south line. Step from the northern
down to the southern of that pair, and one step further
(and a bit to the east) puts you in the neighborhood of
M79. The surprise is that there is any globular cluster
at all visible during this time of year; usually they are
found closer to the galactic center (near Sagittarius,
in the summer sky). One theory is that this body is
really the core of a captured galaxy.

What I would like to talk about here are six deep sky
objects that were unexpected delights to me… things
I had never bothered to look for, before, but which
the extra aperture has shown me were well worth the
effort. I choose six because we now divide the book
into six sections… one for each season, plus the two
circumpolar regions.
NGC 3242. NASA/JPL-Caltech/Hubble—Processing Judy Schmidt

M79 or NGC 1904. Wikimedia Commons

Surprise 1. For (northern hemisphere) winter, there
are so many wonderful objects, from the brilliant
Orion nebula to the faint but famous Crab Nebula,
18

Surprise 2. My favorite springtime surprise is The
Ghost of Jupiter, a planetary nebula in Hydra
designated NGC 3242. To be honest, it’s not much to
look at; the fun is in the finding. This object is due
south of Leo, in a really obscure part of the sky that I
had never bothered looking through before. Look
south of Regulus for a solitary second magnitude star,
Alphard; aways to the east are the four third
magnitude stars of Corvus, the Crow. Halfway
between are a line of three third magnitude stars.
Find the westernmost of those (Mu Hydrae) and
search to its south for a faint blue-green disk. It’s
slightly flattened, reminiscent of the flattening seen
in Jupiter, hence its name.
(Continued on page 19)

(Continued from page 18)

NGC 288. Image credit: Unknown

Nu
byBr.
Br.Guy
Guy.
Nu Scorpii.
Scorpii. Image
Image provided
provided by

Surprise 3. The summertime sky around Scorpius is
full of well-known favorites; my surprise here was
finding a number of double stars as well. Most
observers know Graffias, the double star at the top of
the Scorpion’s “claw” (the three stars running north
to south, to the right of Antares). But less known is
Nu Scorpii, a little fourth-magnitude star about a
couple of degrees to the east (and a bit north) of
Graffias. In a Dobsonian you can split this guy into a
nice double-double. The main star is a pair of
magnitude 4.4 and 5.3, with only a 1.3” separation,
while in the same field you’ll find another pair,
magnitude 6.6 and 7.1 separated by 2.3”.

Surprise 4. The autumn sky is notoriously
underpopulated for small telescopes; once you get
past the Andromeda galaxy, what’s to see? The
answer is a group of two galaxies and a globular,
NGCs 247, 253, and 288, all within easy reach of
each other. Start at Fomalhaut and look to the
northeast for a solitary second magnitude star, Deneb
Kaitos, in an otherwise empty part of the sky. Center
your finder on that, and move south. Once Kaitos is
about to leave your finder field, start looking for the
faint disk of the galaxy NGC 247. Another full finder
scope field south is a second (and easier) galaxy,
NGC 253. From there, half a finder field to the
southeast is the globular, NGC 288. Finding such
treasures in an obscure part of the sky is the sort of
challenge I love.

Garnet Star. Image credit: Pete Roberts

Surprise 5: Around the northern celestial pole, a
group of stars in Cepheus about halfway between
Cassiopeia and Deneb have shown me two different
kinds of fun. Start at Zeta Cephei, a third magnitude
star almost exactly halfway between Deneb and the
westernmost star of Cassiopeia. (Not to be confused
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(Continued from page 19)

with a slightly brighter star, Alderamin, to its north.)
From Zeta, move due east and you’ll see another
third magnitude star, Delta Cephei. This is an easy
double; but beware, the primary is a variable,
changing from third to fourth magnitude with a five
day period. In fact it is not just a variable, but THE
variable — the type from which the whole class of
Cepheid variables are named. (Ask your local
cosmologist why Cepheid variables are so important.)
But even more fun is to go back to Zeta, and then
look in your finderscope (or a good set of binoculars)
due west for a lovely red third magnitude star, The
Garnet Star.

Image Credit: Kevin Nickerson
At the16 inch refractor in Rome. Image provided by Br. Guy
NGC 6752. Image credit: Damian Peach / APOD

Surprise 6: Ok, this one is a cheat; you won’t see it
from Michigan. But if you ever get a chance to go
south of the equator, bring your small telescope.
There are some incredible objects to see around the
southern celestial pole, including the justly famous
globular clusters Omega Centauri and 47 Tucanae.
The surprise to me was another globular, however,
NGC 6752, in a pretty obscure part of the southern
sky near the Peacock star. I won’t bother giving
finding instructions here; I’ll just mention that it
rivals M13 and M22, and would be far more famous
if only it didn’t have to compete for attention with its
more gaudy southern neighbors!

Brother Guy Consolmagno is a planetary
scientist, research astronomer, and Detroit
native. He is also a Jesuit, co-author of Turn
Left at Orion, and is curator of meteorites at the
Vatican Observatory.
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Artwork by: Mary Lynn Skirvin

Lyrids - Apr. 16 - 25. Peak: Apr. 21-22
The Lyrids are a medium strength shower that usually
produces good rates for three nights centered on the
maximum. These meteors also usually lack persistent
trains but can produce fireballs. These meteors are best
seen from the northern hemisphere where the radiant is
Each year, Astronomy Day is held near the first- high in the sky at dawn. Activity from this shower can
quarter moon, with the goal of increasing public be seen from the southern hemisphere, but at a lower
awareness about astronomy and the wondrous
rate.
universe in which we live.




Public observing sessions
Presentations
Workshops

Hosted by:
 Local astronomical clubs and societies
 Planetariums
 Museums
 Observatories
Scheduled Events:


Noon-4:00 PM: Cranbrook Institute of Science



Evening: Star Party at Stargate Observatory

Radiant: 18:04 +34° - ZHR: - Velocity: 30 miles/sec
(medium - 48.4km/sec) - Parent Object: C/1861 G1
(Thatcher)

Eta Aquariids - Apr. 19 - May 26. Peak: May 5-6
The Eta Aquariids are a strong shower when viewed
from the southern tropics. From the equator northward,
they usually only produce medium rates of 10-30 per
hour just before dawn. Activity is good for a week
centered the night of maximum activity. These are swift
meteors that produce a high percentage of persistent
trains, but few fireballs. The Eta Aquariids are a strong
shower when viewed from the southern tropics. From
the equator northward, they usually only produce
medium rates of 10-30 per hour just before dawn.
Activity is good for a week centered the night of
maximum activity. These are swift meteors that produce
a high percentage of persistent trains, but few fireballs.
Radiant: 22:32 -1° - ZHR: - Velocity: 42 miles/sec (swift
- 66.9km/sec) - Parent Object: 1P/Halley
Data from: http://www.amsmeteors.org/meteor-showers/meteorshower-calendar/


This year’s first total lunar eclipse occurs on April
14/15 for observers in the western Americas to eastern
Australia. The eclipse begins at 1:58 AM EDT, with
totality starting at 3:07 AM EDT, lasting 78 minutes.
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By Alex H. Kasprak
Flying over 1300 kilometers above Earth, the Jason 2
satellite knows its distance from the ocean down to a
matter of centimeters, allowing for the creation of
detailed maps of the ocean’s surface. This
information is invaluable to oceanographers and
climate scientists. By understanding the ocean’s
complex topography—its barely perceptible hills and
troughs—these scientists can monitor the pace of sea
level rise, unravel the intricacies of ocean currents,
and project the effects of future climate change.

far away in space, like a quasar. The distance
between the antennas can be calculated based on tiny
changes in the time it takes the signal to reach them.
Satellite laser ranging, the second method, bounces
lasers off of satellites and measures the two-way
travel time to calculate distance between ground
stations.
Weiss and his colleagues would like to add a third
method into the mix—GPS. At the moment, GPS
measurements are used only to tie together the points
created by very long baseline interferometry and
satellite laser ranging together, not to directly
calculate a terrestrial reference frame.

But these measurements would be useless if there
were not some frame of reference to put them in
context. A terrestrial reference frame, ratified by an
international group
of scientists, serves
“There hasn’t been
that purpose. “It’s
a whole lot of
a lot like air,” says
serious effort to
JPL scientist Jan
include
GPS
Weiss. “It’s all
directly,”
says
around us and is
Weiss. His goal is
vitally important,
to show that GPS
but people don’t
can be used to
really think about
create a terrestrial
it.” Creating such a
reference frame on
frame of reference
its own. “The
is more of a
thing about GPS
challenge than you
that’s
different
might
think,
from
very-long
though. No point on
baseline
the surface of Earth Artist’s interpretation of the Jason 2 satellite. Image courtesy: NASA/JPL-Caltech.
interferometry and
is truly fixed.
satellite
laser
ranging is that you don’t need complex and
To create a terrestrial reference frame, you need to expensive infrastructure and can deploy many
know the distance between as many points as stations all around the world.”
possible. Two methods help achieve that goal. Verylong baseline interferometry uses multiple radio Feeding GPS data directly into the calculation of a
(Continued on page 23)
antennas to monitor the signal from something very
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(Continued from page 22)

terrestrial reference frame could lead to an even more
accurate and cost effective way to reference points
geospatially. This could be good news for missions
like Jason 2. Slight errors in the terrestrial reference
frame can create significant errors where precise
measurements are required. GPS stations could prove
to be a vital and untapped resource in the quest to
create the most accurate terrestrial reference frame
possible. “The thing about GPS,” says Weiss, “is that
you are just so data rich when compared to these
other techniques.”
You can learn more about NASA’s efforts to create
an accurate terrestrial reference frame here: http://
space-geodesy.nasa.gov/.

Tune in to Capain’s Marty Kunz & Diane Hall
for live radio every Wednesday night at
9:00pm ET.
http://astronomy.fm/space-pirates/

Kids can learn all about GPS by visiting http://
spaceplace.nasa.gov/gps and watching a fun
animation about finding pizza here: http://
spaceplace.nasa.gov/gps-pizza

Comic by Society member: Jeff MacLeod
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Apr, May, Jun 1971
One reason we don’t have all twelve WASPs for a given year can be seen with this issue, covering three
months. When I first saw the cover, I thought it was something electrical, given the power line in the picture.
Now I’m starting to lean towards an aurora inspired lettering.
In this issue, Kenneth Wilson covers “The Opposition of Mars”. Happily, he does not claim it would be bigger
than the moon. Tim Skonieczny does let us know how it will it will appear through the eyepiece in “The 1971
Apparition of Mars: How It Will Look in Your Telescope.”
Frank McCullough and Kenneth Wilson then discuss “Spectacular April Aurora” and “Aurora Borealis” (hence
the aurora like lettering on the cover?).

Apr 1974
An illustration depicting what went wrong for England and went right for France titled “The Discovery of
Neptune” graces the cover of this issue. “The Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers” Comets Section
for February 25, 1974 is reproduced here with entries for COMET BRADFIELD 1974b and COMET
KOHOUTEK 1973f. Kenneth Wilson critiques the Criterion RV-6 Dynascope in Consumer’s Corner. In the
D.I.Y. department, we have “Crosshair Illumination with the MV5024 L.E.D.”

Apr 1978
In this issue, Rich Carter covers the mythology behind “Hercules”. Ken Kelly explores an interesting
phenomenon in “Saturn’s Satellites in 1978”. Louis Faix encourages us to study our closest star in “The
Apprentice Astronomer’s Notebook”. “From the Realm of Known Space: Christiaan Huygens” is a
biographical sketch by Gary M. Morin. In “The Outer Planets” series Uranus: The Seventh Planet gets the
biographical treatment by Jeff Stanek.

Apr 1986
The cover of this issue is a memorial to the crew of Space Shuttle Challenger (mission STS-51-L).
Inside this issue is the “Warren Astronomical Society 25th anniversary Letter to Membership”. Occultation
Predictions for April 1986 is handled by Douglas H. Bock along with “Minor Planets for Mar. - Apr. 1986” and
“Positions for Comet Halley (1982i)” both calculated by Ken Kelly. Anyone visiting Flaming Point, Florida
would have made use of “Halley’s Comet Observing Data for Use At Flaming Point, Fla”, prepared by John J.
Wetzel.

Dale Thieme
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MEMBERSHIP

(projector case and camcorder)

We currently have 84 members (14 of which are
family memberships). We added 3 new
members in the month of February.

$72.00

INCOME AND EXPENDITURES (SUMMARY)
We took in $924.46 and spent $442.08. We
have $18042.04 in the bank and $163.75 in
cash, totaling $18205.79 as of February 28,
2014.
COSTS AND REIMBURSEMENTS
$40.00

Reimbursement for snacks

$20.99
Reimbursement to Dave Bailey for
handout printing
$309.09
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Reimbursement for WAS equipment

Fee for Meetup account (6 months)

INCOME
$51.46

Donations for snacks

$720.00

New (3) memberships and renewals

$7.50

Astronomical League memberships

$135.00

for the WAS 2014 calendar

$10.00

Donation for the new telescope

$10,863.05 Total donated to date for new
telescope and mount
Dale Thieme, Treasurer
February 28, 2014

WAS Board Meeting,
March 3, 2014
Board members present: Jonathan Kade, Dale
Partin, Dale Thieme, Chuck Dezelah, Angelo
DiDonato, Bob Trembley
Jonathan brought the board meeting to order at
6:40pm. Ken Bertin was also present.
Reports:
President: Upon bringing the meeting to order,
Jonathan called the board members’ attention to
his meeting agenda. He called on each Board
Member in turn and asked for their reports.
1st Vice President: Dale P. announced that the
speaker list is populated through about the first
half of 2014, but he is still looking for someone
for the June Macomb meeting.
2nd Vice President: Although not present, his
report indicated that the D&G refractor for
Stargate should be ready in the next 2-3 weeks.
Andy Khula has given us the base plate for the
AstroPhysics mount which he is donating to the
WAS. Riyad Matti, Bob Berta, Bill Beers, Andy
Khula, and Joe Tocco will brainstorm on
modification of the existing pier to accommodate
the new mount. Discussions about purchasing
cradle rings for the new mount have reached
initial approval stage. Discussions about the
placement and mounting of the new Kalinowski
plaque are underway. The most recent Stargate
open house was a success with numerous
members and visitors in attendance, despite cold
weather and partial cloud cover. Jupiter and an
ISS flyover were among the highlights.

monetary details of WAS account, which is
described in detail in the current issue of the
WASP newsletter as part of the Treasurer’s
report.
Secretary: The minutes from last month’s board
meeting and general meetings are in the latest
issue of the WASP. A brief summary of the
topics of discussion is presented there.
Outreach: Angelo reported that there have been
three new outreach events since the last board
meeting. Also, there have been numerous new
contacts regarding possible new outreach
events. Among upcoming events are the Ford
House astronomy outing, as well as a star party
D-bar-A ranch with two dates (one for kids &
adults, and another for adults only). A sign up
sheet will be made available. Ken Bertin reported
on a recent school presentation that he gave.
Publication: The March WASP was published
online as of the time of the board meeting. A
discussion ensued concerning high-resolution
versus low-resolution versions of the WASP, in
particular which is most useful to those who print
the WASP versus those who view it on a
computer screen.
Old Business: There is as of yet no official word
from the IRS on the start of 501(c)(3) status. An
update was provided on the status of the
donation of the mount to be donated by Andy
Khula for Stargate, as well as on the Kalinowski
telescope. It seems that the situation should
progress very nicely over the upcoming weeks
and the pieces come together. There was no
news about the proposed scout project for
upgrading the Dob Shed at Stargate. Joe will be
asked for an update following the meeting.
New Business: There was a discussion about

Treasurer: Dale T. gave an overview of
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(Continued on page 27)
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upon and asked in turn to report.

the printing of WASP issues for Mrs. Kalinowski.
It was agreed that this was a nice gesture and
should be continued. It was also agreed that
Dale T. should be reimbursed for his expenses
in making and sending these copies.

1st Vice President: Dale P. announced the
upcoming speaker schedule and asked the
audience to contact him if they were interested
in being a speaker at a future meeting.

The item of potential designation of
Stargate as an International Dark Sky
Association (IDA) “Urban Preserve” was
introduced and discussed. The board discussed
the potential advantages and disadvantages of
this designation, as well as how to potentially
proceed in pursuing it. Chuck has agreed to take
the lead on this idea.
There was discussion about the PO Box
status for the WAS. It will be necessary to
update the name and contact information
associated with the PO Box address to reflect
the current members responsible. Dale T. has
agreed to pursue this topic.

2nd Vice President: In lieu of Joe, Jonathan
gave a report. The latest news on the Kalinowski
telescope and the Khula mount donation were
reported.
Treasurer: Dale T. announced that we currently
have 84 paid members, 14 of which are family
memberships. It was announced that the WAS
account holds approximately $18,000 and that
specifics would be available in the upcoming
issue of the WASP.

Dale P. introduced the new idea of putting
photos of speakers and a synopsis of
presentations in the WASP. It was discussed as
to whether this should be a lead up to or a follow
up to the presentation.

Secretary: Chuck announced that the minutes
to the board meeting and general meetings
would be available in the upcoming WASP.

A donation of books from the Gluckson
family was announced.

Outreach: There was an announcement and
discussion of the upcoming astronomy events at
the D-bar-A ranch, Edsel Ford house, and in
Livonia at the FAAC annual swap meet. Dates
times and details were provided by Angelo and
others.

The board meeting was closed at 7:30pm.

WAS General Meeting
Cranbrook, February 3, 2014
The meeting was started around 7:35pm with 43
people in attendance.
Officer reports:
President: Jonathan opened the meeting and
introduced himself. The attendees announced
their names and first time visitors were
welcomed. The board members were called
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Publication: Bob announced the release of the
latest WASP issue and highlighted some of the
features contained therein.
Special Interest Group reports:
Solar: The latest solar activity was described by
Marty with some detailed images displayed for
all to see by Ken Bertin.
Discussion Group: Jonathan announced that
the group meets every month at Gary Gathen’s
(Continued on page 28)

(Continued from page 27)

house on the fourth Thursday of each month,
starting at 8:00pm.
Astronomical League: Chuck described a few
of the observing programs that he has recently
been actively taking part in. Also, he updated the
situation with the current membership renewal
cycle. Those who are interested in participation
in AL observing programs or in membership
renewal should speak with Chuck for more
information.
Presentation (“In the News”): Ken Bertin
provided his biweekly insightful look at the latest
developments in astronomy, astrophysics, and
space exploration.
Presentation (short talk): Chuck Dezelah
presented his talk titled “Double Shot: Observing
Two Objects at Once”. His presentation
highlighted tips and tactics for viewing multiple
deep sky objects in a single telescopic field of
view, and provided a survey of double objects of
varying type.
Presentation (long talk): John Zawiskie of
Cranbrook Institute presented his talk titled “Still
the Crater of Doom”, where he gave a review of
the development of the asteroid impact theory
for mass extinctions on Earth. In depth treatment
was given to the geology of the Chicxulub
impact crater in the Yucatan peninsula and its
influence on our understanding of the extinction
of the dinosaurs.

people in attendance, several of whom were first
time attendees.
Officer reports:
President: Jonathan opened the meeting and
introduced himself. The attendees announced
their names and first time visitors were
welcomed. Jonathan announced the key items
from each officer’s written report.
1st Vice President: The upcoming speaker
schedule was announced and those interested
in presenting in the future were asked to contact
Dale P.
2nd Vice President: An update was provided for
the Kalinowski telescope and the Khula mount
donation. Stargate open house dates were
announced: March 22, April 26, and May 24 at
Stargate observatory from 6:00pm until late.
Treasurer: The financial situation was reviewed
in brief. Details can be found in the latest issue
of the WASP.
Secretary: Minutes for all meetings can be
found in the WASP.

The meeting was ended around 10:00pm.

Outreach: Announcements were made for
upcoming events at the D-bar-A ranch (star
party) and for WAS activities for Astronomy Day.
Maps were distributed to those wishing to attend
the D-bar-A event. WAS members were
encouraged to wear their name badges and logo
wear.

WAS General Meeting

Publication Officers: Members interested in
writing articles for upcoming WASP issues are
encouraged to discuss ideas with Bob Trembley.

Macomb, March 20, 2014
Special announcements: The world premiere
The meeting was started at 7:30pm with 39
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of the COSMOS series at Cranbrook on March
4th was well-attended by many WAS members,
but was so crowded that many from the general
public were turned away.
There were no observing reports from the
recent Erigone occultation of Regulus by any
WAS members.
Members were reminded of the upcoming
total lunar eclipse coming on April 15th.
Observers in Michigan are well-situated to
observe the eclipse in its entirety, weather
permitting.
It was announced that Ken Bertin was
presented with a gift on behalf of the Hazel Park
Amateur Radio Club for his support of their
events.
Special Interest Group reports:
Solar: It was commented that they sun’s polarity
has not yet undergone its expected flip.

GLAAC, as there are some vacancies, including
on the planning board. Those interested should
contact Diane Hall.
Presentation (“In the News”): Ken Bertin
provided his biweekly insightful look at the latest
developments in astronomy, astrophysics, and
space exploration.
Presentation (long talk): Bob Trembley
provided a presentation titled “Active Space
Missions”, in which he provided an overview of
each of the presently active missions where a
space-based unit is collecting data at this time.
Due to the surprisingly large number of
missions, most were summarized in brief. A few
of the more interesting missions, however were
described in detail, providing the audience to a
fascinating look at mission objectives, status,
and information gathered to date.
The meeting was ended at 9:25pm.

Discussion Group: A reminder was made that
the discussion group would meet on March 27th.
Dave Bailey would lead a “Mercury Rover”
discussion as the themed topic of the night.
Hands-On: The group is scheduled to meet at
the Stargate open house on March 22nd.
History: It was announced that some excellent
material is featured in the March WASP and that
members should check it out.
Astrophotography: The group was unable to
meet after the last Cranbrook meeting due to
bad weather
GLAAC: The speaker for this year’s Astronomy
at the Beach event will be Alan Stern, the
principal investigator for the New Horizons
mission. There is a call for volunteers for the
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Rings discovered around Centaur asteroid Chariklo. Image credit: ESO

Observatory Viewing every Friday & Saturday evening at 7:30pm-10:00pm
Solar Observing every First Sunday of the Month: 12:30pm-3:00pm
Check out the telescope via a real-time webcam!
Acheson Planetarium Shows:
Friday/Saturday 7:00pm

Saturday

8:00pm

Michigan Sky Tonight

9:00pm

Secret Lives of Stars

10:30am

One World, One Sky: Big Bird’s Adventure

11:30am

Dinosaurs at Dusk

Saturday/Sunday 12:30pm

Saturday

Image Credit: Cranbrook
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Dinosaurs at Dusk

Young Stargazers Sky Journey

1:30pm

Michigan Sky Tonight featuring Back to the Moon

2:30pm

Dinosaurs at Dusk

3:30pm

Michigan Sky Tonight (Ages 6 & Above Only)

2014 VOLLBRECHT PLANETARIUM WINTER SHOWS
Planetarian: Cliff Jones - 248-559-3886, Cell: 313-770-7468
Apr. 2—Telescopes, Binoculars, Spring Skies – Which telescope and-or binocular is right for you? How much will they cost? What can I
expect to see and not to see with them? Are their pros and cons of buying a used one? Where do I buy them? What accessories will I need? View
the Spring sky on our darkened dome.
Apr. 16—“10 Ways to Destroy Earth,” Spring Skies – Kids... don’t try this at home without adult supervision. Of the many ways our planet
could be destroyed, many astronomers agree these particular 10 should be at the top of anyone’s list. View the Spring night sky on the theater’s
darkened dome.
Apr. 23—Are We Alone in the Universe? Spring Skies – What four ways can we contact an extraterrestrial species? Of those four which
are we using? Is there a UFO connection? So far we’ve discovered 2,000+ planets that orbit stars. There could be 80 billion more. View the Spring
night sky on the room darkened dome.
Apr. 30—Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Asteroids, Star Travel, Spring Skies – Examine these planets and discover why the Moon may
be promoted to planet status. What are the benefits and dangers asteroids pose for Earth? How will humans fly through the solar system? Will we
reach the stars? View the Spring and Summer night sky on the room darkened dome.

May 7—“Lives of Stars” Spring and Summer Skies – Like you and me, stars are born, lives out their lives, and perish. They come in all
colors, shapes and sizes. They gather together in pairs and clusters. More than 3,000 stars have planets. What do they mean by the Goldie Locks
Zone? View the Spring and Summer night sky on the room darkened dome.
May 14—“Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Dwarf Planets, Comets” Summer Skies – Examine the four gas giant planets and
discover why they are so different than those in the inner solar system. What part did Jupiter play in the shaping of orbits of the other planets? What
happened to Pluto? View the Spring and Summer night sky on the room darkened dome.
May 21—Our Milky Way: One of 200 Billion Other Galaxies – Summer Skies – Galaxies are the largest groupings of matter in the
universe containing from 100 million to
1 trillion stars. The beauty of the Milky Way, the Aurora, Eclipses and the Seasons will be revealed to you in color images. View the Spring and
Summer night sky on the room darkened dome.

June 4—A History of Time and the Universe– Summer Skies – Eventually, all civilizations face the ultimate questions. Has the universe
always been here? Did it start at one particular time and place? Will it come to an end or continue for forever? Discuss your idea as well as other
theories. View the evening sky on the room darkened dome.

Wednesday, 7:00 PM
Each Hour and a half show offers: Q&A, lecture, star show, handouts and a door prize
Planetarium Phone: (248) 746-8880 - 19100 Filmore, Southfield, MI 48075

Admission:
Prepaid at Parks and Recreation Dept. *
$5 for residents and $5.50 for non-residents
Eight-show series: $30 for residents
$40 for non-residents
*Southfield P&R Dept., 26000 Evergreen Rd.
Southfield, MI 48037, (248) 796-4620
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Purchased at the door
$7 for residents and $7.50 non-residents
Series of eight shows $40 for residents
$50 for non-resident

Ask about our Private and School Shows.

Free Public Planetarium Shows: 3 Friday evenings per month, 7:00 PM
Note: Reservation not required. Please arrive 15-20 minutes early to ensure a seat.
Free Science Under the Dome—A free monthly science lecture series
Note; RSVP is required for the lecture

K-12 schools welcome!
Website: http://planetarium.wayne.edu/
Event Schedule: http://events.wayne.edu/planetarium/index.php?dv=&wv=&mv=1
WSU Planetarium, Physics & Astronomy Department, Wayne State University
Detroit, Michigan 48201 Phone: 313-577-2107 Email: outreach@physics.wayne.edu

Jon Blum and John Lines at the Haleakala Amateur Astronomers observing site
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Ever since my early days as a youthful
observer, the month of April has always
meant to me the return of the brilliant
giant star Arcturus in Bootes to the night
time sky. It signaled the approach of
warmer weather and was also one of the
easiest stars I could pick out from my
suburban location in southeast Michigan.
It marched steadily and reliably across my
small bedroom window and I enjoyed
watching its wavering orange coloration
from the bed that I had placed against the
wall. Nowadays, possibly armed with
more factual information than imagination,
I still enjoy watching its simple display
Arcturus by Ralph DeCew. Orion 8" Astrograph, f/l 800mm . 1 May 2013. 3 x 25 seconds. Canon Rebel Xsi
each spring and try to appreciate it for
being something more than an easy alignment object for my computerized mount.
It has long been noted that Arcturus is a relatively recent arrival on the visual scene for earth dwellers and
that it is only passing through our area rather briefly before departing for places unknown on the other side of
the galaxy. A mere half-million years ago it climbed into naked eye observability for us; it will fade away once
more in another half-million, give or take a few thousand, as it is still within four thousand years of making its
closest approach to our solar system. The reason for this being that Arcturus is in an elongated orbit around the
center of the Milky Way galaxy; an orbit that is highly inclined to the plane of the solar system. This carries it
out into the galaxy’s stellar halo where it was likely formed, and then far beyond and out of view. So, unlike
stars moving in the same plane as our Sun, it is a short term visitor to our stellar neighborhood. Another recent
theory proposes the idea, however, that it may have been one of many stars captured from a smaller galaxy
during an earlier close approach to the Milky Way, in which case the small galaxy itself was also absorbed and
long ago dispersed.
Arcturus is believed to have been one of the first stars given a name by the ancient observers, and it is one
of the three stars found by Edmund Halley to have been “out of place” when he compared his measurements of
stellar positions to the charts of the older sky mappers; the other two stars being Sirius and Aldebaran.
Arcturus, he found, had moved considerably south from the previously charted location. Halley discovered
that Arcturus had the largest proper motion (sideways movement), relative to our solar system, than any other
first magnitude star in the sky except for Alpha Centauri. He made this announcement in 1718; modern
measurements have agreed and have also added a bit more to its statistical profile. Other stars have been found
with greater proper motion but they are not nearly as bright.
Arcturus shines with an apparent magnitude of -0.05 and is at a distance of roughly 37 light years from the
earth. While only slightly larger than the Sun in mass, it is about twenty-six times larger in diameter. It has a
surface temperature of 4300 degrees Kelvin, much cooler than the Sun, and is moving through space relative
to us at 122/km per second; a very high velocity star. It is the fourth brightest star in our entire sky, and the
overall brightest in the northern hemisphere, just barely nudging out Vega. It is estimated to be about 10
billion years old and appears much as the Sun will in its own red giant phase. It also appears to be traveling
with a group of 52 other such stars, collectively called the Arcturus stream.
So the next time you get a chance, take a closer and slightly longer look at this magnificent star and think
about some of the things we do know and understand about it. A little research showed me that there is still
much in dispute. But you better hurry. It won’t be around here very long!
Ralph DeCew
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by Gary Ross
On the third of March meeting, W.A.S.P. editor-in-chief M.
Trembley suggested new cover art for the publication,
something less wintery. I disagree on two grounds:
1) It is a fine painting of Stargate or idealized
representation, reminding one a little of Maxfield Parrish.
2) The scene is entirely appropriate to the Great Lakes
country.
The second point may not be all that positive, but patience...
In the current presidential message, Jonathan Kade writes the most amazing tale of energy and devotion. For the
recent open night at Stargate he and B. Diane Hall ventured all the (unbelievable) way from Nona Street in Dearborn
to the godforsaken wastes of Macomb Township. They performed this Via Dolorosa on "spec", because it was cloudy
in Dearborn. Must be slowin' down, because I would give someone my life's savings to shoot me in the head to avoid
such a trek in February. It is enough to hoist myself out of bed on a winter's A.M. to drive to the Veen Observatory -all of two kilometers.
But point "2)", The Veen Observatory's road is presently impassable from Kissing Rock Road and is even dodgy for
approach on foot. January of 1979 saw more snow in the woods, but not by much. When walking downhill from one
of my very rare observing sessions last month, I inevitably fell: bad news / good news -- on my right arm, injured by
falling off the house back steps in January, but . . . in a mound of snow from previous ploughings before I called a
halt to operations. Executive action from the Observatory Chairman, to wit myself, and somewhat unpopular.
So one must balance the Kade-Hall audacity and sense of responsibility by the other Society members at Stargate that
night. Yes, conditions were rigorous to say the least. However, no, one did not have to negotiate a nocturnal or
twilight expedition up a scene resembling Enceladus. Moreover, Mdm Trembley had warm refreshments on hand,
truly a civilizing mission.
I have come to hate winter observing. A year ago I destroyed a drive axle in my Contour whilst stuck at the Veen
Observatory. It took a nut-case tow operator from Ionia County to extract the car on his flat bed and into Lowell,
and I actually feared for his rig! A smaller thing, but spiritually painful, is the ruin of a fine pair of Christmas gloves
from Helen Szymanski -- from tightening and loosening thumb screws on the Borr Telescope without doing it bare
handed.
The finest session of winter observing in
2013-14 -- and it ain't over yet -- was in
February on the drive-way of Martin N. Mill
with his six-inch Newtonian. We looked at
SN 2014J in M-82 under an indifferent, even
cloudy, sky. To the south a couple of
impossibly tall palms reached for the zenith.
As my grandfather would say, "I'm all in". As
THEY (and we know who "they" are) say in
politics: yester-day's man. Therefore the
Calvinist in me wants to retain the painting
of Stargate in winter, lest we forget grim
reality.
Veen Observatory
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*Paraphrasing Boris Pasternak—Bob T.

Contact: alcor@warrenastro.org
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GLAAC is an association of amateur astronomy clubs in Southeastern Michigan who have banded together
to provide enjoyable, family-oriented activities that focus on astronomy and space sciences.

Kensington Astronomy at the Beach
GLAAC hosts Michigan’s largest free astronomy event: Kensington Astronomy at the
Beach, each September at Kensington Metropark. Telescopes as far as the eye can see,
presentations, special guests, vendors, inflatable planetarium, educational games for
children, astronomers for students and teachers to talk with, and more!
GLAAC is: The Astronomy Club at Eastern Michigan University * Ford Amateur Astronomy Club * Oakland Astronomy
Club * Seven Ponds Astronomy Club * Student Astronomical Society - University of Michigan * Sunset Astronomical
Society * University Lowbrow Astronomers - Ann Arbor * Warren Astronomical Society * Huron-Clinton Metroparks

For more information, visit: http://www.glaac.org

Club Name & Website
Astronomy Club at Eastern Michigan
University

City

Meeting Times

Ypsilanti/EMU

Every Thursday at 7:30PM in 402 Sherzer

Capital Area Astronomy Club

MSU/Abrams
Planetarium

First Wednesday of each month 7:30 PM

Ford Amateur Astronomy Club

Dearborn

Fourth Thursday of every month (except
November and December) at 5:30 PM

Oakland Astronomy Club

Rochester

Second Sunday of every month (except May)

Seven Ponds Astronomy Club

Dryden

Monthly: generally the Saturday closest to
new Moon

Sunset Astronomical Society

Bay City/Delta
Second Friday of every month
College Planetarium

University Lowbrow Astronomers

Ann Arbor

Third Friday of every month

Warren Astronomical Society

Bloomfield Hills/
Cranbrook &
Warren/MCC

First Monday & third Thursday of every
month 7:30 PM
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WAS members are invited to The Seven Ponds Astronomy Club
monthly meetings. Next meeting: Saturday, January 4, 7:00 PM
More information about upcoming meetings, maps to Seven Ponds
Nature Center, etc. is available at http://bhmich.com/sevenpondsac/.
Please let John Lines know if you might attend so that appropriate
plans can be made: (248) 969-2790, or jelines@yahoo.com

We’d like to see your photos and articles in the W.A.S.P.
Your contribution is ESSENTIAL! — This is YOUR publication!
Send items to: publications@warrenastro.org
Documents can be submitted in Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx), Open Office (.ods), or Text (.txt)
formats, or put into the body of an email. Photos can be embedded in the document or attached to the
email and should be under 2MB in size. Please include a caption for your photos, along with dates

taken, and the way you ’d like your name to appear.
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